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Medad
Library Services

 A cloud suite of library services enabling libraries to
meet the ever-growing digital needs of its patrons



Mobile and
Mobility

Flexible access through web
or mobile, which means

freedom of access anytime,
anywhere, any device!

MEDAD LSP Empowers Your Library With…

Integration
The applications are easily
linked to each other, so you

can choose the applications,
develop them, or adjust their

work�ow.

AUC Support
From within its own MEDAD

LSP, the librarian can directly
search, select and download
the MARC records from the

Arabic Union Catalog (AUC).

Flexibility
You can create your library’s

applications and link them to
the library system or make
library services available
through other systems.

Scalability
The platform can be

integrated with countless
applications, whether inside
or outside your organization

such as �nancial system,
digital repositories, and more.

Arabic language
Support

Best support for Arabic
language within the search
and discovery experience.

 Digital Assets
Repository

Library 
Management

Library
Portal
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Why Should You Move to The Cloud?

 Software
and licenses

 Security
and protectionDatabases Operating

systemsServers

StoragePrecautionary
copies

 Networks and
data centersUpdates

Through a single cloud platform MEDAD LSP enables you to offer cutting-edge 
services to your patrons, simplify work�ows, and provide superior capabilities for 
your staff, while saving on operating costs, and eliminating the need for tedious 

systems upkeep and maintenance such as:

Libraries now can overcome the main challenges
associated with the Arabic language in terms of

search and classi�cation thanks to the Arabic 
Language Processing features in search and 

retrieval provided by MEDAD LSP

Unmatched Support for the Arabic Language!

Strong Partnership with Arabic Libraries

For over thirty years Naseej has been working with 
Arab libraries across the region, hand in hand, to 
digitally transform their services and leverage the 
latest technologies to support their efforts to serve 
their patrons and communities. Today thanks to 
cloud and managed services, Naseej offers 
libraries a new generation of solutions that 
promises to transforms the way the they 
serve their communities and frees them 
to up to focus on what's most important
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